Pre season Boat Trailer Maintenance Checklist
By Rodney Hughes/Homemade Boat Building

Well it is the Post Holidays or off season for boating. What to do now, We recommend
doing one of the most negated Tasks in Boating maintenance.
This would be a great time to get the trailer and even the boat itself Prepped for Boating
season launch, But we are only going to cover the trailer right now.
So where do we start,
Visual inspection would be the most obvious. (keep written notes you might not be able
to complete what needs servicing in one go. Do the complete general inspection first
then go back and do the maintenance.)

I would start at the trailer tongue and work back to the stern.
The hitch itself does it need maintenance, Oiling or greasing moving parts could
be needed.
Trailer lights connector does it need replacing or cleaned, check wiring to see if
there is any wiring breaks in wire or insulation going bad
Hydraulic Brake cylinder ( If your trailer has that type some have electric) check
to see if damaged or leaking fluid and if the brake line from this point back is not
damaged or rusting.
Are the safety chains in good condition
Is the boat winch is in need of service, oiling or greasing the gears wouldn’t be a
bad Idea, is the line or cable in good shape? Cables can fray and lines can
degrade in time while at this point check the padding or rubber bummer where
the bow of the boat meets the trailer. If the bunk type does it need to be
recarpeted or rubber, is it cracked and degrading? Is the winch handle in good
shape?

Is the frame in good shape at this point no rust, no broken welds, cracks in frame
metal .
Move to under the boat area
Check the frame for damage cracks or broken welds ( might want to mark these
if found with a marker so they are easy to find when going to repair).
Check the rollers or bunks to see if they need replacement / realignment or
re-carpeting.
Check the wiring for damage or loss connections
Check brake lines if hydraulic brakes, look for damage rusted, broken, or pinched
lines
Check the axle /axles are all the bolts tight, check for rusting, are the shackles in
good shape (all bolts tight, are grommets serviceable, If you have shocks or
struts are they leaking or rusting out). Check the rubber brake lines are they
cracking, leaking or broken ( most common area for problems).
Off from under the boat checking the trailer
Visually inspect similarly to what was done under the boat
Check fender mountings/fenders themself are the bolts tight is there any rust
Check running lights, brake lights and turning signal lights, are they damaged or
need repairs. Check the wiring for problems. Check the mounting of the lights as
well. Remember if you have to replace them they need to be waterproof.
Guild posts if you have them, are the welds / bolts solid and are they rusted.
Check the bunks/rollers do they need repairs (carpeting may need replacement,
rollers could be damaged, either might need adjustment).
Check the tires are they cracking, bubbling, worn out tread, worn valve stems or
flat’
You could DIY this Part of the repair or take to mechanic I’m not going into detail
at this time, doing the bearings and brakes, it is a complete article in itself , (but
definitely get these checked and or repaired seen to many boats along the road
because they didn’t
Check the wheel bearings, do they have any damage
Check the breaks for need of replacement
Grease the wheel bearings
Finally last check

Does trailer need a paint job
If you go through the check list and make the repairs required you should be
good to go for the season

Here are a few pictures of a project boat and trailer that has a good number of
flaws in it

In this view we have the hitch area. I
found there is a problem with the hitch itself. It takes hitting it with a hammer to get it on
and off. Moving over to the brake sealander it needs replacement; it is frozen up and no
longer works. The landing leg needs to be moved to a location that it can be stowed
properly.

The problem here is that the winch line has
degenerated and needs to be replaced with either new line or cable. The rubber bumper
is obviously broken and needs replacement . The handle on the winch needs to be
repaired or replaced due to a missing piece.

Here we have broken roller and
miss aligned to begin with. Also you will note that the trailer needs repainting this portion
of the trailer.

Here I found out that all
the rollers need to be replaced and adjusted; they are not even making contact. Also
there are bunks under here that need to be recarpeted, at this point I realized that the
bunks are all that is supporting the boat on the trailer and are way too low, they will have
to be raised. And as you can see the tailor is rusting and needs to be sanded down and
repainted.

Ok now you are wondering why my trailer is so bad.
I was given this one and I am working on fixing the boat. I never even paid much
attention to the trailer. Also not shown is the lighting has broken covers and bulbs and
detached lights, test I did on the wiring tells me I will have to replace the Electrical
system on the trailer. Also from the photo’s above I concluded that the whole trailer will
have to be repainted. The trailer is old and from what I have seen I am sure I will have
to redo the brakes and bearings as well.

